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Whether youre deploying applications on
premise or in the cloud, this cookbook
provides developers, operators, and IT
professionals with more than 130 proven
recipes for working with Docker.With
these practical solutions, experienced
developers with no previous knowledge of
Docker will be able to package and deploy
distributed applications within a couple of
chapters. IT professionals will be able to
solve everyday problems, as well as create,
run, share, and deploy Docker images.
Operators will quickly be able to adopt the
tools that will change the way they
work.The recipes in this book will help
you:Manage containers, mount data
volumes, and link containersCreate and
share container imagesNetwork containers
across single or multiple hostsTackle
advanced topics such as Docker
configuration and developmentDeploy
multi-container
applications
on
a
distributed cluster with KubernetesUse a
new generation of operating systems
optimized for DockerLearn tools for
application
deployment,
continuous
integration,
service
discovery,
and
orchestrationAccess a Docker host on
Amazon AWS, Google GCE, and
Microsoft AzureMonitor containers and
explore different application use cases
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Docker Cookbook [Book] - Safari Books Online About the book. Docker Cookbook is written for new and
experienced Docker users. Some of its highlights are: Covers Docker 1.6 Install and set up Docker on Docker
Cookbook docker Cookbook (0.32.2) mac_os_x, centos, redhat, mac_os_x_server, ubuntu, oracle, debian, fedora.
docker/ at master chef-cookbooks/docker GitHub docker-docker-registry-cookbook. TODO: Enter the cookbook
description here. Supported Platforms. TODO: List your supported platforms. 0.32.2 - Chef Supermarket 80 hands-on
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recipes to efficiently work with the Docker 1.6 environment on Linux. Chef Cookbook for Docker - GitHub Buy
Docker Cookbook on ? FREE SHIPPING on qualified orders. docker Cookbook - Chef Supermarket - The default
recipe is for installing & configuring the yum Docker repostories. Any attribute supported by the yum cookbook is
supported by this Getting Started with Docker - Docker Cookbook [Book] Docker Networking Cookbook [Jon
Langemak] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Key Features Enhance your Docker networking skills and :
Docker Cookbook: Solutions and Examples for This cookbook is concerned with the Docker container engine as
distributed by Docker, Inc. It does not address Docker ecosystem tooling or none docker Cookbook (0.23.0) centos,
fedora, debian, ubuntu, redhat, oracle. Docker Networking Cookbook: Jon Langemak: 9781786461148 This
cookbook is concerned with the Docker container engine as distributed by Docker, Inc. It does not address Docker
ecosystem tooling or prerequisite yum-docker Cookbook - Chef Supermarket docker-engine. This cookbook aim to
install docker-engine and to configure it. If you want to manipulate docker from chef recipes you can use 0.40.2 - Chef
Supermarket 60 practical recipes that help you gain expertise with Docker networking and understand the underlying
constructs that make it all work. Docker Cookbook: : Sebastien Goasguen Editorial Reviews. About the Author.
Neependra Khare Neependra Khare is currently working Buy Docker Cookbook: Read 6 Books Reviews - .
jmccann-docker-host Cookbook - Chef Supermarket Buy Docker Cookbook by Sebastien Goasguen (ISBN:
9781491919712) from Amazons Book Store. Free UK delivery on eligible orders. docker-engine Cookbook - Chef
Supermarket Please see for more information about Docker versions that are tested and supported by cookbook
versions along with apt-docker Cookbook - Chef Supermarket Docker Cookbook: : Sebastien Goasguen Please
see for more information about Docker versions that are tested and supported by cookbook versions along with
berkshelf - How to include docker cookbook in chef? - Stack Overflow Whether youre deploying applications on
premise or in the cloud, this cookbook provides developers, operators, and IT professionals with more than 130
docker-platform Cookbook - Chef Supermarket The docker cookbook does not provide any recipes, which is why
your Im trying to define a chef recipe to install docker using the cookbook Docker Cookbook - OReilly Media 1.0
Introduction. Getting started with Docker is straightforward. The core of Docker is made of the Docker engine, a
single-host software daemon that allows you 0.23.0 - Chef Supermarket Docker Cookbook. ISBN: 978-1-491-91971-2.
US $44.99. CAN $51.99. This cookbook does a great job covering the. Docker ecosystem and is a terrific help for :
Docker Cookbook (9781783984862): Neependra Chef Cookbook for Docker. Contribute to docker development by
creating an account on GitHub. docker-docker-registry Cookbook - Chef Supermarket Docker Networking
Cookbook PACKT Books - Packt Publishing The default recipe is for installing & configuring the apt Docker
repostories. Any attribute supported by the apt cookbook is supported by this Docker Cookbook PACKT Books Packt Publishing Docker Compose Cookbook. The Docker Compose Cookbook is a library cookbook that provides
custom resources for use in recipes.
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